Indian Institute of Forest Management, Bhopal
Office of the Hostel Warden
CAMPUS VEHICLE OWNERSHIP UNDERTAKING
I _________________________________ a student of PGDFM/ PGDSM/ M.Phil./ FPM
batch ____________ who is the rightful owner and user of the following vehicle/s inside
the IIFM Campus do hereby agree to the following:
Vehicle Type & Model

Registration Number

2. I have a valid Indian Union driving license bearing Number _________________,
which is valid till (date and Year) ______________ Issued by RTO ________________
for the class of vehicle that I own and use inside and outside IIFM.
3. I own a standard crash helmet (applicable to two wheeler owners) and agree to use it
as prescribed in the law whenever driving a two wheeler.
4. I agree to wear seat belt (applicable for four wheeler users) while driving as prescribed
by the law.
5. My vehicle has a valid insurance as required by the Law.
6. My parent/ legal guardian is fully aware that I own the above vehicle/s and have
permitted me to use the vehicle/s at IIFM Bhopal at my own risk.
7. I agree to drive very cautiously inside the campus and not to exceed a speed of 20 km
per hour while driving inside the campus.
8. I agree to park my vehicle in an orderly manner in the designated parking area of my
hostel.
9. I will strictly maintain seating capacity of my vehicle category while carrying pillion
riders / passengers as lawfully permitted for my vehicle category.
10. I agree to remove my vehicle from the campus in case I am denied permission to
keep my vehicle due to non-compliance of rules mentioned in this document as decided
by the Institute.
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11. I agree to abide by any amendments to this document as notified from time to time
by the Institute.
12. I will use my vehicle responsibly for its intended use and not engage in any rash
driving in and outside the campus that may endanger my safety and the safety of other
people and engage in any action that disturbs the peace and tranquility of the campus
(like excessive use of horns etc.).
13. I would like to state that the above information provided by me is correct to the best
of my knowledge. In the event that the above information is found to be incorrect and if I
am found violating the above stated rules, the Institute can withdraw permission to keep/
use vehicle in the campus or take appropriate disciplinary action as deemed fit by the
competent authority of the institute.

Signature of the Student
Name:
Date:

I am fully aware that my daughter/ son/ ward owns the above vehicle/s and I have
permitted her/ him to use the vehicle/s at IIFM Bhopal at her/ his own risk.

Signature of Mother/ Father/ Guardian
Name:
Relation with the student:
Contact Number:
Date:
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